Register Here (just once) to be added to the roster and receive mailings.

Calling All Recovery (S.U.D.)

and Mental Health Peers &
Recovery Coaches!
New!! Zoom Online
Peer Learning Collaborative (PLC)
April 1, 2020

Every 1st & 3rd Wednesday of the Month 'till further notice!

4:30 - 6:00 pm

Register and Receive the Zoom meeting link for this week's meeting.

*** Must Register (just once) to be added to roster and receive email updates ***

(You asked for more frequent support at this unprecedented time of delivering Peer Support Services and we hear you!)

Whether you are employed as a Substance Use Disorder Recovery Coach (CRPA/CARC), Mental Health Peer (CPS), or still in the process of completing training or applying for your certification, join us!

Join us as well if you are interested in learning about the Peer Recovery Movement!

Network with peers from other agencies, reinforce key peer principles and values, practice skills, strengthen boundaries and ethics, bring cases to review (No Names Please!), enhance your peer practice, get support, contribute to the growing Peer Movement!

Facilitated by some of the area's most knowledgeable and experienced Peer Mentor Coaches:
Lori Drescher & Keith Greer, Recovery Coach University
Jon Westfall, ROCovery Fitness
Stanley Martin, CORE Center
Cameron Farash, Liberty Resources
Matthew Petitte, Excellus